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January 6, 2003

TO: Phi] Cooney, CEQ

From: Connie Holmes

RE: NMA's Climate Change Plan

Phil - attached is a copy of the letter th at we are sending today to Secretary Abraham.Iam also faxihig a copy to Larisa.

Three of the five persons that NMA wol nominate to attend the January 23rd event
include:

Mr. Jack Gerard Ms. Connie Holmes
President and CEO Sr. Economist
National Mining Association National Mining AssociationSuite 500 East Suite 500 East
101 Constitution Ave., N.W. IO01 Constitution Ave., N.W.Washington, D.C. 20001 Washington, D.C. 20001Phone 202-463-2647 Phone: 202-463-2654
Fax: 202-463- 2609 Fax: 202-463-2648
Email: rnrr~maogemail; cLholesna

Mr. J. Brett Harvey
President and CEO
CONSOL Energy, Inc.
1800 Washington Road
Consol Plaza
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15241-1421
Phone: 412-831-4018
Fax: 412-831-6677
Email: betavyWos~nry

0

We will nominate two other individuals on Wednesday.

Thanks for all your help with this Phil, w all look for-ward to working with you to makeJanuary 23r (and beyond) successful.

Connie Holmes

(This has been mailed to Abraham, faxed t Larisa)
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JACK N GERARD ~~~~~~~~January 6, 2003

The Honorable Spencer Abraham
Secretary of Energy
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave., S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20585

Dear Mr. Secretary:

The National Mining Association was among the first to congratulate the President for
his new and innovative approach to climhate change announced last February. We
strongly support the voluntary, researclh and technology oriented path charted by the
Climate Change Strategy that allows od r nation to address this important issue while
continuing to assure that our nation hasithe reliable and affordable energy necessary to
maintain our strong economy.

I am pleased to write you to detail the! steps that the National Mining Association is
taking to respond to the President's chalilenge to the business community to develop and
participate in voluntary initiatives that will contribute to the overall goal of reducing the
greenhouse gas emissions intensity of our economy by 18% by 2012.

Many of our members have already mnade significant progress in increasing the energy
efficiency of their operations and in redho6ing the emissions intensity of each unit of
product processed or produced. We have developed five major voluntary initiatives that
build and expand upon the progress alreIady made. Our goal is to obtain participation, or
agreement to participate, in one or more Iof these initiatives by close to one hundred
percent of our Board membership by the end of 2003.

To summarize, NMA and our members are coitmitted to:

Continuing to increase the energy efficiency of our operations, thus continuing to
lower both costs and the emissions intensity at coal, uranium, metal and non metal
mines, processing facilities and manufacturing plants. This will be accomplished
in part through the NMA-DOE Allied Partnership agreement that is specifically
designed to contribute to the goal of obtaining a 10 percent increase in efficiency
in those systems that can be optimized with the processes and techniques
developed by DOE and made avhiliable to the mining industry through this
partnership;

p ~~~~~~~~~ph 202 463 2647I
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•Continuing to be a leader in coal mine methane recovery and maintaining the 30
percent, 25 million metric ton 002 equivalent annual reduction in methane
emissions achieved since 1990 (a 175 million ton reduction since 1990)'and
working to achieve additional 5eductions as new technologies are developed and
wherever economically and tecmclypossible;

* Maximizing efforts to realiz th nulcarbon reductions that are projected as a
result of the research conducted under the DOE-NMA Industry of the Future
partnership. These projections are 600,000 metric tons of carbon equivalent by
201 0 and 2 million metric tons reduction by 2015;

• Cataloging and reporting on the strides made industry wide to sequester carbon on
reclaimed mine lands and on th% potential for future reductions once methods to
measure sequestration are agre9 I; approaching the Department of the Interior and
other appropriate agencies to work collaboratively to make certain that regulations
encourage practices to allow greater amounts of carbon to be sequestered; and

* Developing a consistent methodology for the mining industry to use to voluntarily
inventory and report on emissio ns, on progress already achieved in reducing
greenhouse gas emissions inten Iity ratios (on a per unit of production basis) and
to enable companies to consider' and voluntarily set future emissions intensity
goals.

NMA commits to issuing a report short ly after the close of the first quarter of 2004 that
will include: a review of the goals set and activities undertaken in 2003, a measurement
of the progress made toward achievingithese goals (including a report on participation),
and a review of actions that can be taken to cost effectively reduce emissions from the
present through 2012. The 2004 repori will include a catalogue of activities that our
members are engaged in that have already resulted in greater efficiencies (anid lower
emissions intensifies) and that will contribute to avoidance, reduction or sequestration of
emissions and reduction of emissions intnsity in the future. The report will include our
estimate of past and current industry e~ssion intensity levels and the potential for cost
effective reductions in emissions minenst in the future.

National Mining Association represents the nation's producers of the coal and uranium
that support some 70 percent of our electricity supply, the metals and minerals that are
essential for our economic prosperity alid the key manufacturing industries that support
mining. It is important to note that our initiatives will bring in many companies that,
heretofore, have not been involved in climate initiatives. They span the entire mining
spectrum beginning with the companries that manufacture mining equipment and
continuing on to the companies that explore for resources, mine and ptocess the product
and reclaim the land. Although greenIhouse gas emissions resulting from mining
activities are not large in comparison with other industries, our initiatives are designed to
reduce emissions wherever economically and technically feasible and to contribute
towards overall national goals.

The members of the National Mining Association believe that actions to address climate
must be part of our overall policy on sustainable development. When our Board
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unanimously adopted a sustainable deve; lopment policy for the mining industry last

September, we recognized that climate is a special concern of global scope that requires

significant attention and a responsible approach that cuts across all three of the

sustainable development pillars: social) economic and environmental. The initiatives

that I have described, and that are discussed in greater detail in the attached material,

have been developed bythe mining industry while considering the need to balance these

principles

Mr. Secretary, the members of Nationall Mining Association are pleased to be part of this

important program. We look forward to [working with you at the Department of Energy,

the Department of Interior, the Environmental Protection Agency and with other

appropriate agencies as we all move forward to making the President's goal a reality.

Sincerely

Jack Gerard

CC: NWA Board of Directors

Mr. James Connaughton, Chair Imn
Council on Environmental Quality
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The Mining Industry Climate Action Plan (MICAP)

The National Mining Association NMIA) su~pports a voluntary, research and technology driven
response to the climate issue. NMA's clim ate policy, an integral part of our Sustainable
Development Policy and Principles, states thiat:

The potential for climate change isa special concern of global scope that requires
significant attention and a responsible approach cutting across all three of the sustainable
development pillars: environmental social and economic;

* Climate policies should promote fuel diversity, development of technology and long-term
actions to address climate concerns in order to ensure that technological and financial
resources are available to support ithe needs of the future; and,

* Climate policy should support additIional research to improve scientific understanding of
the existence, causes and effects of cl1imate change and to enhance our understanding of
carbon absorbing sinks; advancemenits in technology to increase efficiencies in electrical
generation and capture and sequestdr carbon dioxide; voluntary programs to improve
efficiency and reduce greenhouse gas emission intensity; and, constructive participation
in climate policy formulation on bo h~ international and national levels.

An~ equally important part of NMA's climatle policy is support for new and innovative concepts
included in the President's U.S. Climate Ch ange Strategy announced February 14, 2002. This
voluntary program charts a positive path forward that will reduce the emissions intensity of our
economy by 18% over the next decade. The IStrategy addresses and advances the climate issue
without the economic penalties - including i ndustry dislocation and job losses - that would result
from mandatory "command and control" reduction programs.

The President is establishing the President's Energy) Partners for Climate Change, a challenge to
American business to contribute to the Strategy's emissions intensity reduction goal by
developing and participating in voluntary initiatives to reduce their specific industry's emissions
intensity and to avoid or sequester emissions. The Mining Industry Climate Action Plan
(MICAP) described in this document has be~n drafted to give the members of the mining
community the opportunity to contribute tow~ard that goal on a voluntary basis by choosing the
options and path that is most economicallyah technically possible for each individual company
to follow. MICAP will also provide NMA members and others in the mining industry with a
consistent and simple means to report on the significant strides already made in achieving greater
efficiencies (and thus lowering emissions intensiies) and on progress made toward achieving
future goals that companies individually ma} wish to set.

As is the case with all industries, each company in the mining industry has a different operating
and business profile. Many of our members thlat produce coal, uranium, metals and non-metals
have already made significant progress in reducing the emissions intensity per unit of product
produced or processed and these accomplish ments must be recognized and taken into account.
Some companies may be in a better position than others to participate mn these voluntary
programs. Some may have more opportunities to reduce emissions intensity and/or to sequester,
offset or avoid greenhouse gas emissions than do others. Each company will consider its own
unique situation when making a decision on w Ihich actions can be undertaken, taking into account
the company profile and both technical and financial considerations. The menu of initiatives
outlined in this action plan (which are not all inclusive) are designed for flexibility so that
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participating members can recognize achievements already made and can tailor a voluntary
program going forward that best meets their own requirements.

The action plan that follows focuses on 2003 and on steps that will be taken and goals that have
been set for this year. MICA]' will be an ongoing program however, and during 2003, members
of the industry will work to develop additio nal initiatives that can be launched in 2004 and
beyond.

The specific goal of MICAP is to obtain pIarticipation, or the agreement to participate, in
one or more of the following initiatives by1 as close to 100 percent of our Board membership
as is feasible by the end of 2003. NMA will conduct an active and ongoing outreach
program with our members to convey the importance of active participation in this
program.

NMA commits to issuing a review and progress report on MICAP activities following the
close of the first quarter 2004. This report will include: a review of the goals set and
activities undertaken; a measurement of the progress made toward achieving these goals
(including a report on participation) and; a review of actions that can be taken to cost
effectively reduce emissions intensity of operations and/or to avoid or sequester emissions
from the present through 2012. The 2004 report will include a catalogue of activities that
our members are engaged in that have already resulted in greater efficiencies (and lower
emissions intensity) and that will contribute to avoidance, reduction or sequestration of
emissions and reduction of emissions intesity in the future. The report will include our
estimates of past and current industry emIssion intensity levels and the potential for cost
effective reductions in emissions intensity in the future.

The Allied Partnership Program.

Energy used for mining and processing per pnit of product is not be as large as in other industries.
Much has already been done to increase effiIciency and lower energy used in the production
process. However, there is the potential to make additional improvements which would lower
costs and em-issions and/or emissions intensity. To illustrate, one coal company found that
optimization of a pumping system in their preparation plant increased the efficiencies of that

system by 14.9 percent, saving several thouIsand dollars in energy costs and lowering 002
emissions by approximately 17 percent. A ,miaropimizaion at a gold company in the western
part of the United States showed approximatly the same result.

NMA and the Off-ice of Energy Efficienicyn Renewable Energy (EERE) are concluding a
formal "Allied Partnership" agreement cenprdon a program that is designed to make
optimization techniques developed by FEE known, available to, and used by, as broad a
spectrum of the mining industry as isposbe

Action items in this agreement that will be conluded by late January 2003, include:

*A series of NMA-DOE co-hosted wrsops for mining companies focusing on training
in pumping systems, sensors, motor efficiencies, process heating, compressed air systems
and other best practices. DOE resources permitting this senies of six workshops will
begin in the late spning and contiu,- throughout 2003;

2
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NMA's comm-itment to achieving paricipation in this program from close to 1 00 percent
of our base membership- There is a large potential for energy and cost savings in the
over 1000 mines and several hundred preparation and processing plants that our
membership operates;

A goal to increase energy efficiency by no less than 10 percent in those systems that can
be optimized with the processes and techniques made available through these workshops.
NMA will work with EERE to compile a record of the results achieved as a result of
employing these optimization technitiues, the emissions avoided, changes in emissions
intensity as a result and the potential~ for additional reductions. These results will be
reported as early as possible in 20O4~ but no later than September;

*Collaboration with EERE to identify~ additional areas in the mining process where energy
savings and emissions reductions can be achieved. The results of this work will be
included in NMA's MICAP report. 14s DOE resources permit (and dependent upon
appropriation schedules) NMA will wrk with EERE to develop additional training
materials covening new areas and to hst workshops to disseminate these matenials; and,

* An expansion of our outreach progra to state and regional mining associations to
expand the audience for these trainin sessions to mining operations that are not currently
counted in our membership and to in Jude the results from these activities in the report
referenced above.

The Mining IndusL-ry of the Future Program

NMA andEFERE have been partners in th Mining Industry of the Future program since
1999. During that time, the industry has rivloped a Vision Statement and three technology
roadmaps: Crosscutting Technologiesfo Mihing, Processing Technologies and Exploration
and Mining Technologies. These roadmas set performance targets and the research projects
selected are geaed toward meeting these [tres Four solicitations have been completed and
three rounds of project awards given. T projects begun under the first solicitation are
nearing completion.

EERE estimates show that the technologies developed by the projects now underway
will reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 600,000 metric tons of carbon equivalent
annually by 2010 and 2 million tons of karbon equivalent annually by 2015.

As part of MICAP, NMA:

* Comrmits to working with DOE to expand this important research program and to revise
the mining industry's vision statement to reflect new research needs in coal, uranium,
metals and non-metals mining and processing activities with an emphasis on areas that
will increase efficiency, lower costs an'd reduce greenhouse gas emissions intensity.
NMA will work with DOE to reflect thse new priorities in budget requests and research
solicitations;

* Commits to work with the first, secon and third round sponsors as the projects are
completed in an effort to maximize us of these new technologies throughout the mining
industry wherever economically and tchinically possible in order to assure that the

3
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potential 600,000 metric ton per year reduction occurs by 2010. Progress will be reported
in NMA's MICAP report; anid,

Will make every effort to expand participation of our membership beyond the current
levels of approximately 50% of our ~Board members in the Industry of the Future and
other research activities (see other initiatives under Coal Mine Methane and
Reclamation). Achievement and mn aintenance of emissions intensity reduction goals will
only be met in the long run through research and the development and use of new
technologies,

Coal Min Methane (CMM)

The coal industry is a leader in reducing methae emissions. Methane is removed from
underground coal mines either in advance o1 mining, during mining activities, or after mining has
occurred, exiting the mine through degasifiainssesor mine ventilation systems. Although
not economically or technically feasible in mnlocations, coal companies do recover and sell'
coal mine methane wherever possible. Ove th 990 - 2000 time period, the Environmental
Protection Agency reports that recovery of cIoal mine methane has resulted in a reduction of
methane emissions by 30 percent or by the equivalent of approximately 25 million metnic tons of
CO 2 equivalent per year, a 175 million metric ton reduction over the decade.

The President's February 2002 Climate Change Strategy includes a focus on methahe reductions
and mentions the Environmental Protection Aency's (EPA) Coalbed Methane Outreach Program
(CMOP). Since 1994, TNMA members hav patcipated in this program on a voluntary basis.
The program has provided technical assistane to the industry to identify anid implement methods
to use CMM productively. Additionally, EPAhas worked with DOE and the National Energy
Technology Center in research projects to develop technologies that will allow recovery from
ventilation air methane where low concentrations of methane gas have, heretofore, made recovery
difficult if not impossible from both an econIomic and a technical standpoint. NMA members are
currently involved both in this research and [in testing promising technologies.

As we go forward and as part of MICA?:

*NMA members will continue to maintain the annual level of coal mine methane
reductions achieved over the last decade and will strive to recover additional methane
wherever economic, technological and mining conditions permit;

*NMvA members will continue to wo rk with DOE and EPA in CMM research activities.
NMA and its members will continu e to encourage and work with DOE and EPA to
develop, test and demonstrate new tchnologies to capture ventilation air methane with
the goal of confirming and improving the technical and economic feasibility of the
technologies needed to recover these emissions;

*By mid 2003, NMA will establish a Iformal mechanism to work with DOE and EPA to
disseminate information on methane recovery technologies, information on the Coal
Mine Methane Outreach Program and on other efforts to expand recovery of coal mine
methane. NMA will focus a portion~ of our outreach program on an expansion of the
number of companies involved in CMM research activities; and,

4
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*NIMA and its members will work ith DO0E and EPA to analyze additional methane
reduction opportunities based on projected technology advances and will prepare a
report on additional reductions that may be possible through 2012. This report will be
completed by June 2004.

Reclamation and Sequestration

Since 1977, the mining industry has reclaimed nearly 2 million acres of land- These numbers will
increase significantly mn the next decade an4 beyond. In addition, the coal industry has
contributed close to $ 6 billion to the Abandloned Mine Land program that has reclaimed 180,000
acres since 1977. Reclamation of mumed lan ds offers significant opportunities to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions beyond those now [being sequestered through a substantial increase in
the amount of land reclaimed through forestation.

Currently operators are encourage to substatally overgrade land being reclaimed to return the
land to original contour and to plant the landI with grasses rather than to reforest. It may be
possible under the right circumstances to inIcrease the number of acres reforested. However,
current reclamation regulations, practices and policy would have to be revised to promote forest
carbon sequestration as part of post-mine la I~d use. Reclamation practices, such as grading and
soil preparation, need to be revised to enhance and maximize tree growth on reclaimed mine
lands. Additionally, sonic modification to 6 ffice of Surface Mining performance standards will
be necessary to enable the mine operator to reforest land.

The amount of carbon that could be sequestIered through the afforestation or reforestation of
mined lands is unknown at this time although the potential is believed to be large.

NMA will:

* Participate in the Department of Agriculture / Department of Energy process now
underway to develop methodologich to measure, monitor and verify the amount of carbon
sequestered both on agricultural lans (apICabe to lands reclaimed through creating
grasslands) and forest lands;

* Commit to using these methodologies, once established, to estimate and report on the
amount of carbon that has been sequiestered on reclaimed lands at least since 1990.
Provided final estimation methodologies are completed by the end of 2003, NMA will,
by September 2004, provide the Administration with an estimate of carbon that can,
dependent upon identified regulator changes, be sequestered on reclaimed mine lands
during the 2005-2012 period;

* Establish an industry working group to approachDI DOA and other appropriate
agencies to propose a joint effort to determine the changes that need to be made in
regulations and practices to encourge forestation and forest management and other
reclamation practices to encourage carbon sequestration, Once identified, NMA would
work with the agencies to effect thel needed changes that are needed and are practical;

* Approach the Department of Ienero (OSM and BLM), DOE, DOA and other relevant
agencies to propose establishment of a formal agreement tojointly develop a "best
practices" for sequestration on mine d lands and a technology data base that will be placed

IS
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on appropriate web sites so that NyAmembers (and the public) have ready access to the

latest research and information. NAs MICAP report will include an estimate of

savings that may result; and,

Approach appropriate state and fed iral government agencies and other industnies, such as

the utility industry, to explore oPP tnties for sequestration as part of the restoration of

abandoned mine land properties adto distribute information about these potentials

throughout the industry.

A Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reporting Protocol for the Mining Industry

The President has established a national goal, to reduce the greenhouse gas intensity of the U.S.

Economy by 18 percent by 2012. It is nece ssary to have a reliable and consistent way to measure

and report on emission levels in order to measure progress toward achieving that goal. The

Department of Energy has developed a reporting methodology that is now used for voluntary

reporting under the Department's 1605(b) program. Thbis program is in the process of being

improved to enhance measurement accuracy, reliability and venifiability of the reductions

reported. NNIA supports, and is participating in, this effort to improve the voluntary greenhouse

gas database.

With some exceptions, the guidelines used fooutary reporting under the 1605(b) program are

not sector specific. There are specific guueinesfor measuring and reporting on coal mine

methane emissions, however the guidelin thtwould be used for other mining activities are

insufficient to make reporting an easy ts.NMA believes that a simple and consistent reporting

methodology for the minting industry wou d 1) allow the industry to determine achievements

made over at least the past decade; 2) encourage greater participation in the voluntary reporting

program; and 3) enable measurement of prgress toward meeting new goats. Therefore:

* NMIA has made a commitment to ~complete preparation of a "Compendium of

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Estimatiofl Methodologies for the Mining Industry" by the

end of 2003. This will give NMA Imembers (and other mining companies) a "how to"

instruction manual and spreadsheet model to make reporting simple and cost effective.

This will contribute to the PresideInit's goat of expanding participation in the voluntary

greenhouse gas emissions database;

* Upon completion of the compendimNMA will conduct a series of workshops for

members to discuss practices and recommendations for measuning and assessing

emissions; and,

* NMA will encourage members to Ibegin reporting emissions under the 1605(b) program

and has established an ultimate goal of 100 percent participation in the program. This

will enable companies, and the in[dustry, to measure progress made in the past, to

measure progress currently being made toward contributing to the President's emissions

intensity reduction goal, and to cbnsider and set voluntary emissions intensity goals for

the future.

6
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Oter Activities

National Mining Association has establishaed a task force to explore options to address the climate

issue and to identify actions that can be taken in 2004 and later. The group includes

representatives from coal, uranium, metals adnon-metal producers as well as equipment

manufacturers. Options that will be exploe inlde, but are not limited to.

Research: Greater strides in reductions ogrehouse gas emissions intensity depend on cost

effective new technologies and new methods, NMA members are already involved in research

projects designed to reduce, avoid or sequester emissions. The Industry of the Future program is

one example, as is the research into new tec hniologies to improve coal mine methane capture

(described above). Several NMA members are now involved in the 'zero emissions coalition,' a

group exploring the opportunities for sequestration in geological formations. Others are involved

in research aimed at improving carbon uptaice of soils.

Terrestrial sequestration. Several ~MA members are planning to participate in the

Regional Carbon Sequestration Parteships solicitation recently issued by DOE.

Members such as Peabody Energy already plant over one million trees each year.

Geological sequestration. NMvA will work with DOE, DOI, EPA and other agencies to

identify research opportunities in caron capture, disposal and sequestration and to

establish a better outreach programto advise our members (and others in the industiy) of
these possibilities and to encourag ative participation an this research.

Clean Coal Technologies. NM ilcontinue to work with the Department of Energy -

Office of Fossil Energy, the Coa Jiaton Research Council, Electric Power Research
and other groups to refinre emission~s reduction and efficiency goals for new technology

research. The ultimate goal is the &evelopment and commercialization of a zero
emissions power plant. This requiales both time and research dollars. Several NMA

members are participating and investing in this cutting edge research. An indication of
the dollars spent by industry in these research endeavors, along with the potential for

emissions savings, will be included in the 2004 NMA MICAP report.

New methods and procedures: NMA will lead an effort among our members to explore the

opportunity to use biodiesel for diesel fuels Iin mining operations. A recent EPA study shows the

potential for emission reductions using biofiuels. Additional work will be required to ascertain the

feasibility and cost effectiveness of this option and to quantify the amount of potential emissions
reductions.

Reports: NMA commits to a report that will1 review the goals that we have set and measure

progress made toward those goals. The first NMA MICA? report will be issued shortly after the

close of the first quarter of 2004. During the last part of 2003, NMIA will conduct a survey of its

membership to get a more complete picture of the activities that companies are undertaking to

avoid, reduce or sequester emissions. NMA will combine the infonnation gathered from this

survey with information developed throug Ithe Allied Partnership for this report. This report will

also indicate additional programs that the idstry is contemrplatng for 2004 and beyond.
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